VIDEO-AS-A-SERVICE
GET YOUR CAMERAS AND GET GOING
Our simple pay-as-you-go program helps you get everything needed for your body-worn
and in-car camera video policing program without any upfront investment — from a robust
camera system to advanced digital evidence management tools.

As the requirement for law enforcement video systems continues
to grow, the obstacles to acquisition remain the same.
Raising funding and securing grants is difficult and time-consuming.
Data storage and system maintenance costs are hard to predict.
And video technology continues to mature, making a big investment
potentially risky.

NO NEED TO RAISE FUNDS
Simply get what you need with no up-front investment and pay as you go.
Turn a large capital investment into a manageable operation expense.

BUDGET PREDICTABILITY
Plan with confidence. The camera system, software, video storage and
maintenance are included at a price that stays the same each month.

Motorola Solutions is overcoming these obstacles by delivering
body-worn cameras, in-car video systems, digital evidence
solutions and support services through Video-as-a-Service.

ASSURED PERFORMANCE

With no up-front investment required, you can deploy a new
camera system and start using it immediately under a simple
pay-as-you-go program. Everything you need is provided, including
solutions to securely capture, collect, manage and share you
evidence, as well as 24/7 support and no-fault warranty coverage.

TECHNOLOGY REFRESH
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Get five years of no-fault hardware warranty, advance hardware
replacement and 24/7 phone support, for assured performance and a
worry-free experience.

Receive free body-worn cameras and batteries during the program to
refresh your inventory, keeping you current with the latest technology.

KNOCK DOWN DIGITAL EVIDENCE DATA SILOS
As important as it is to have the right video policing solution in place, it’s just as critical to have the digital
evidence management tools to streamline the collection, capture, management and sharing of your data.
Capture Evidence
on Scene

Faster Collection
from Citizens

Complete Control of
your Video System

Streamline Evidence
Management

Simplify Case
Management

Capture video, images and
audio on scene using an
Android or iOS device with
CommandCentral Capture.

Securely gather evidence
via a case-specific,
agency-generated link
with CommandCentral
Community.

Easily configure
cameras, provision
users and search audit
logs with WatchGuard
EvidenceLibrary.com.

View, redact, tag and
audit evidence from a
variety of sources with
CommandCentral Vault.

View and share all case
related information
from one, streamlined
user interface with
CommandCentral Records.

PACKAGE SUMMARY
BODY-WORN CAMERAS

IN-CAR CAMERAS

INTEGRATED SYSTEM

Systems

WatchGuard V300 continuousoperation body-worn camera,
detachable battery and
camera mount.

WatchGuard 4RE® in-car video
system, CarDetector Mobile LPR and
PlateSearch® software, infrared cabin
camera, choice of forward-facing HD
camera, HiFi microphone, WiFi upload
kit and smart power switch.

Body Camera System + In-Car
System + WiFi access point/bodyworn camera dock for a seamless,
integrated camera system.

Software

CommandCentral Community, CommandCentral Capture, EvidenceLibrary.com, CommandCentral Vault, and CommandCentral Records for cloud-based digital evidence management.

Support

Five years of no-fault hardware warranty, advance hardware replacement and 24/7 phone support.

Refresh

New body-worn camera
with battery in third year.

For more information, please visit
motorolasolutions.com/video-as-a-service
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New body-worn camera
with battery in third year.

